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Assured Shorthold



Tenancy Agreement

(Provided under part 1 of the Housing Act 1988 and amended under part 3 of the Housing Act 1996) If you
need to pay a deposit, we will deal with it under one of the government-approved schemes as shown in  this
agreement. We must also give you certain information relating to the deposit.

Date: a [[PrintDate]]

This agreement is between us:
b
[[Landlord.Name]]; [[Landlord.Address.Address1]]
[[Landlord.Address.Address2]] [[Landlord.Address.Address3]]

the
[[Landlord.Address.Address4]] [[Landlord.Address.Postcode]]

landlord or
landlords

and you (individually and together):
c
[[Tenant.Name]]; [[Tenant.Address.Address1]] [[Tenant.Address.Address2]]
[[Tenant.Address.Address3]] [[Tenant.Address.Address4]]
[[Tenant.Address.Postcode]] the tenant  or tenants

(Please tick appropriate box)

£[[AdvertisedRent]]
The rent is: Every: 12 Months

Calendar Month

2 weeks

1 week

You must pay the rent for the month, weeks or week to come (whichever applies).

The first rental payment is for the rental period beginning on the start date shown in A2. After that you must
pay rent on the first day of every rent period which follows while the tenancy lasts.

If someone who is not a tenant has paid towards the deposit, please tick this box
and i fill in the boxes below.

Names of people paying towards the deposit
Amounts paid

[[Deposit]]
[[HeadTenant.Name]]

If there is more than one tenant, I (the person signing below) agree to appoint a tenant representative,
as  set out in paragraph A11. If there is just one tenant, I authorise the tenant to deal with the deposit.

Signature of person paying towards the deposit

Signature of person paying towards the deposit



Except as shown in the boxes i to m above, you confirm to us that nobody who is not a tenant has paid
towards the deposit.
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A We are renting out the property at:
1

[[PropertyAddress]]

to you (individually and together if there is more than one of you) as well as the furniture, fixtures and
household belongings that are on the list that you and we signed. The amount of rent is shown on the
previous page and both you and we must keep to the terms below.

2 You will have the property and the furniture for o [[TermText]] starting on p [[StartDate]] to q [[FixedDate]]

If, at the end of this time, we have not received from you at least one calendar month’s notice, in writing,
expiring on the last day of the fixed term of the tenancy to terminate the agreement, the tenancy will
continue  on as a contractual periodic tenancy. The periods of this contractual periodic tenancy shall be
the same  as those for which rent was last payable under the initial fixed term of the tenancy. This
periodic tenancy will carry on until you have served the required notice in writing to terminate the
agreement or we serve the required notice or re-possess the property under a ground set out in Clause F.
To end the contractual continuation tenancy the required notice is written notice to the other party.
The notice must end on the last day of a rental period and must be of sufficient length. This means
that for tenancies that run on as weekly, fortnightly or four weekly, the notice period must be at least
28 days in length. Where the tenancy is for monthly rental periods the notice must be at least one
calendar  month in length.

3 This agreement is an assured shorthold tenancy (as defined in section 19A of the Housing Act 1988). The
no-fault arrangements in section 21 of the Housing Act 1988 for the landlord to repossess the
property apply to this agreement. This means that you cannot claim any legal rights to stay on once
the tenancy has ended and a court order says you must leave. If we give you a section 21 notice, we
must give at least two months’ notice in writing. For more information, you should consult a housing
advice centre, solicitor or citizens advice bureau, who can explain what this means.

4 We will let the property to you (individually and together) and only you and

[[TenantNamesLine]] will be allowed to live there.
5 No animals are allowed in the property without our written permission. (We will not unreasonably  withhold

this permission.) We can withdraw this permission if we have a good reason.
6
7 You have to pay a deposit of s [[Despot]] (If none is due, insert NIL.)

The deposit t[[DepositText]]

It will be protected by a government-approved tenancy deposit scheme, provided by
u [[TenancyAgreementBondControl.BondScheme]]

We can transfer the deposit to another government-approved tenancy deposit scheme or change the
person who holds the deposit (unless it has been paid into a government-approved custodial tenancy
deposit scheme). In either case, we will tell you about this change in writing.
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8 You will not receive interest on the deposit unless it is paid into the Government’s custodial tenancy
deposit scheme. If it is paid into that scheme, you will receive any interest that may be due under the
scheme’s terms and conditions.

9. You will get the deposit back when this agreement ends and you leave the property, as long as you have
kept to all the agreements and conditions and you have paid all the rent and bills for the property. If
you do not do so, we may take from your deposit:

• any rent, or other money you owe us which we have told you about and which is unpaid after
the end of the tenancy;

• any unpaid utility bills (electricity, gas, water,) or communication services (phone, broadband,
television packages) or TV licensing which you are responsible for under this agreement;

• reasonable costs to make up our losses that result from you having broken any of your
agreements, including those relating to cleaning the property or the furniture or fixtures;
or

• the reasonable cost of making good any damage to the property or the furniture or fixtures or
anything else for which you may be responsible which is not caused by fair wear and tear.
This does not include any damage covered by our insurance policy (except for any insurance
excess) or any damage resulting from our failure to carry out any repairs for which we are
responsible. We will make allowance for the age and condition of any item as at the start of
the tenancy.

If we cannot agree any of these amounts, the matter will be decided by the county court unless we
can agree on some other way of sorting out the dispute.

10 You cannot use the deposit to pay rent under this agreement.

11 If you are all content to appoint a lead tenant, [[HeadTenant.Name]] is chosen to deal with the deposit  on
your behalf (jointly and individually) and on behalf of anyone who is not a tenant who paid towards
the deposit. That person can be replaced as your representative by another of the tenants, as long as
the majority of you tell us in writing. As soon as is practicable at the end of the tenancy, we will return
any deposit (minus any agreed deductions or money still in dispute) directly to the lead tenant to be
allocated as they see fit.
Alternatively, if you are not content to appoint a lead tenant then tick this box
and fill in the required information below

Name of tenant Amount of deposit paid (£)

x y

Where no lead tenant is agreed, as soon as is practicable at the end of the tenancy, we will return the
deposit minus any agreed deductions or money still in dispute. A proportion of the deposit will be



allocated to each tenant or person paying towards the deposit individually. This proportion will be
based on the respective amounts of the deposit paid by them at the start of the tenancy, minus their
proportion of any agreed deductions or money still in dispute.

12 If you owe rent you must pay under the agreement, you will have to pay interest on this amount from the
date that it should have been paid where you are 14 days or more in arrears. The interest rate is 3%
above the base rate used by the Bank of England. This rate may apply before, as well as after, a
court judgment has been made against you, depending on the terms of the courtjudgment.
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13 We may keep keys to the property.
14 We may remove, store, sell or otherwise get rid of any furniture or goods which you refuse to remove or

fail to remove from the property at the end of the tenancy. Normally we will store your furniture or
goods for a minimum of 14 days after the end of the tenancy. However, we may dispose of any
perishable, harmful or unpleasant items and also any items which reasonably appear to us to be
waste or refuse without having to store them. Other items which have to be stored may be disposed
of by us after these 14 days period where we reasonably consider them not to be worth selling
because they are of little or no value (taking into account the costs likely to be incurred and the
practicalities involved). Any remaining items will not be sold or got rid of without us first contacting
you to notify you or if we are unable to do so taking reasonable steps to try to contact you. You will
be responsible for reasonable costs which we may incur because of this. We are entitled to take the
costs (including any storage costs) and any money you owe us from any money made from selling
furniture or goods

15 If there is shared access to the property, you are entitled to use the entrance, stairways, halls, landings
and so on to the property but we may come into the property if we need to get to other parts of the
building.

16 We may increase the rent by serving a rent review notice on you. The rent may not increase by
more than a maximum of 3% through any single rent review.

Any rent review notice we serve on you must be in writing. It must provide you with at least one
calendar month in notice prior to the date of the rent increase taking effect. The notice must state the
percentage by which the rent will increase, the new rental amount and the date on which the new rent
is payable from. It may be served no earlier than 90 days before the rent increase will take effect.
The initial rent increase may take effect no earlier than the first anniversary of the start of the tenancy
as outlined in Clause A2 of this agreement. Until a rent increase takes effect, we retain the right to
increase the rent at the start of any subsequent rental period by serving a rent review notice.
Once a rent increase has occurred, subsequent rent increases may take effect no earlier than the
anniversary of the date the last rent increase took effect.

B You must do the following.
1 Pay rent on the days and in the way we have agreed.
2 The Tenant will pay the rent in advance, on or before the first day of each month of the Term of the Agreement

to the Landlords’ Agent CBW Property Management Ltd by electronic payment using an online money
transfer service.

3 Keep the inside of the property in at least as good a condition as it was when the tenancy started (apart
from fair wear and tear). Also, at the end of the tenancy you must leave all furniture and fixtures in the
rooms or places they were in at the beginning of the tenancy.

4 Repair any damage that you have done deliberately or that was caused by the neglect or carelessness of
you or anyone else living in or visiting the property. This includes repairing damage caused in this
way to the property and, if it applies, the building in which the property is located and any shared
access. It also includes replacing any broken glass in windows and repairing or replacing any



damaged  fittings and installations.
If you do not repair the damage, you are responsible for, we can claim the reasonable cost of making
good this damage or we may give you written notice asking you to repair the damage within a
reasonable period of time, depending on the repairs that need to be done. If you fail to do this within
the period of notice given, we may then enter the property (after giving you at least 24 hours’ notice in
writing) and carry out the work. You will have to pay us for the reasonable cost of thiswork.

5 Pay all electricity, gas, phone, water, communication services and council-tax bills relating to the  property
that apply during the tenancy.

6 Take reasonable precautions to prevent frost or similar damage to the property. If the property is going to
be empty overnight or for more than 12 hours when the weather is likely to be cold, you must leave
enough heating on to prevent the water system from freezing, or turn off the water supply at the main
stopcock and open all the other water taps and valves in the property to drain the tanks of hot and
cold  water.
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7 Whenever you leave the property unattended, you must lock all the doors and windows and put the burglar
alarm on (if there is one). You should tell us if the property is going to be empty for more than seven
days in a row.

8 Allow us or our agents to come into the property at all reasonable hours of the day to inspect the condition
of the property, to carry out repairs or to do other work which we must carry out by law. We will give
you at least 24 hours’ written notice if we are going to enter the property. You must let us enter the
property immediately if there is an emergency.

9 Tell us about any repairs or faults that we are responsible for in the structure or outside of the property,  in
any installation or, if it applies, in the shared areas.

10 Park vehicles in your garage (if there is one) or on your parking space only, and without causing an
obstruction.

11 Pay the reasonable costs for replacing locks if you fail to return any key or other security device
necessary for gaining entry to the property.

12 Pay any reasonable cost for replacing keys, or other security devices necessary for gaining entry to  the
property.

.
13 Except in an emergency (e.g., a fire; problems with gas, electricity or escape of water that pose real risk

of injury or significant damage to the property or neighbouring properties), tenants must be given at
least 24 hours’ notice, in writing (or by any other means preferred by the tenant, such as a telephone
call) requesting access to the property.

14 Tenants have the right to peaceful enjoyment of the property they are renting. If there is a valid reason
why entry is needed and if access is refused for whatever reason, a court order must be obtained.

15 Forced entry must only be considered in case of an emergency or if there is no response to attempts to
contact the tenant and there is genuine reason to believe the property has been abandoned by the
tenant.

16 Be jointly and individually responsible for paying all the rent you have to pay under this agreement and
keep to all the terms of this agreement.

17 Defrost the fridge when necessary. You will be responsible for the reasonable cost of making good  any
damage that is caused because you have not done this.

18 Be responsible for looking after the garden. You must keep it tidy and cut any grass regularly, but you  do
not have to improve the garden.

19 At the end of the tenancy, leave the property and our fixtures and fittings in as good a condition as at  the
start of the tenancy (apart from fair wear and tear) and free from rubbish.

20 Pay the reasonable legal and related costs which we have to pay in connection with:
(i) recovering possession of the property;
(ii) recovering unpaid rent or other money due under this agreement; or
(iii) steps taken if you fail to keep to the terms of this agreement (including the costs for our  attempts

to make you keep to this agreement).



21 Agree to inspect any smoke or carbon-monoxide alarms in the property regularly, replacing any batteries
if necessary. You also agree to tell us as soon as possible if a fault arises in the smoke or
carbon-monoxide alarms.

22 This clause applies if there is a guarantor for the tenancy and the guarantee ends because the guarantor
dies, becomes bankrupt or cancels the guarantee. If it is reasonable for us to do so, within two
months of us learning about this we can give you notice in writing to find a new guarantor within 28
days. We must be satisfied with your choice of guarantor. We will give you reasons as to why we
need a new guarantor. That guarantor must then, within 28 days, sign a new guarantee including the
same terms as the previous guarantee. This guarantee will then apply from the date the previous
guarantee came to an end. You must tell us as soon as you become aware that the guarantor has
died or has become bankrupt.

23 It is a condition of this tenancy that anyone living in the property has a ‘right to rent’ as set out in section
22 of the Immigration Act 2014.
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C You must not do the following.
1 Alter or add anything to the outside or structure of the property, or the furniture, fixtures and household

belongings that are on the list that you and we signed. You must not bring into the property any
furniture, fixtures or household belongings which do not meet the Furniture and Furnishings (Fire)
(Safety) Regulations which applied at the time the furniture was made. You can get information about
these regulations from your local Trading Standards office.

2 Anything which may be a nuisance or annoy us or the neighbours. You must not play any radio, CD, record
player, television or similar equipment or musical instrument in a way that will cause a nuisance,
annoy the neighbours or be heard outside the property between 11 pm and 7.30 am.

3 Bring bicycles, motorcycles, and prams into the property without our permission in writing. (We will not
unreasonably withhold this permission.)

4 Bring any furniture into the property without our permission in writing. (We will not unreasonably  withhold
this permission.)

5 Tamper with any fire precautions.
6 Hang pictures or posters on the walls without our permission in writing. (We will not unreasonably  withhold

this permission.)
7 Use Blu-Tack or any similar type of adhesive on the walls.
8 Sublet the property or any part of it, or give up the property or any part of it to someone else. And if you do

(even if we have given permission) you will be legally responsible for carrying out all ‘right to rent
checks’ as set out in section 22 of the Immigration Act 2014, on any tenants or other people living in
the property. You will pay us compensation for any losses, damages, cost, or fines we face as a
result of you failing to carry out any right to rent check correctly.

9 Transfer the tenancy to someone else without our permission in writing. (We will not unreasonably  withhold
this permission.)

10 Carry on any profession, trade or business in the property.
11 Display any permanent notice on the property.
12 Use the property as anything other than a private home. However, this does not prevent you working at

home as long as you are not using the property to run a business and your home working is purely
incidental to using the property as your private home and this is not forbidden under the terms of your
lease.

13 Block, or allow guests to block, any of the shared areas, if this applies.
14 Dry washing inside the property, except in a ventilated room suitable for these purposes. 15
Use any paraffin or portable gas heater.

16 Do anything which breaks the terms of any lease for the property as long as we have already given  you a
copy of the lease (or the relevant terms).



D We agree to do the following.

1 Keep the property insured against fire and other usual comprehensive risks as long as insurance cover  is
available on reasonable terms. This does not apply to the policy excess.

2 Let you have free access to the steps, entrance hall, stairs and all shared areas, if this applies.
3 Be responsible for servicing and maintaining any gas heating system and making sure that all gas

appliances in the property are checked each year by an engineer registered with Gas Safe, in line
with  the Gas Safety (Installation and Use) Regulations 1998.

4 Be responsible for making sure that any furniture we provide keeps to the Furniture and Furnishings  (Fire)
(Safety) Regulations which applied when the furniture was made.

5 Give you back any part of the rent that you have paid for any period that the property could not be lived in
because of fire or any other damage that we are insured for (or an appropriate part if only part of the
property could not be lived in or used).
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6 Keep the structure and outside of the property in good repair.
7 Keep the gas, water, electricity,room-heating and water-heating installations in good repair and

proper working order.
8 Refund any rent you have paid which relates to a rental period which starts after the tenancy ends.

E If we need to serve any notice on you, including any notice which the law tells us we must give, we
will deliver it by hand or send it to you by first-class post to the property address. This means
that notices are served on you once they are put through your letter box, even if you do not
receive them because you have moved. If you give us another address to send notices
to, any notice served at that address will be valid, if it is posted by first-class post or
left at that address.

aa [[BranchAddress1]] [[BranchAddress2]] [[BranchAddress3]]
[[BranchAddress4]]  [[BranchPostcode]]

If you need to serve any notice on us, you must deliver it by hand or send it by post to the
following address.
This address may change.

F We may repossess the property if:
• you fail to pay us rent 14 days after it is due, whether you have been asked for it ornot; •
you (or any of you) become bankrupt;
• any of the grounds listed in Schedule 2 of the Housing Act 1988 as amended under the

Housing Act 1996 apply (these include not paying rent, breaking a term of the tenancy
and causing a nuisance or annoyance); or

• the arrangements for us to repossess the property in section 21 of the Housing Act 1988apply.
• The tenancy is not at that time an assured tenancy (including a shorthold) (for example it  is no
longer the only or main home of the tenant or at least one of them where the tenancy  is a joint
tenancy).

Important warning: We need a court order to repossess the property. You should contact a solicitor,
citizens advice bureau or legal advice centre, who will tell you what this means.



G We may repossess the property under Ground 1 in Schedule 2 to the Housing Act 1988 (this
applies if we have lived in the property as our only or main home or plan to do so). We may
repossess the property under Ground 2 in the same Schedule which allows the lender to
repossess it.

Special Conditions
• [[SpecialConditionList.Name]]
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E Payments in Default

The Tenant agrees to pay for any payments in default which are allowed under the Renting Homes
(Fees Etc.) (Wales) Act 2019 when requested in writing from the Landlord/Agent. Such payments
can include:

• Missed appointments – such as a landlord/agent arranging with a tenant for a contractor to carry out
remedial work at a property, and a tenant subsequently refusing entry, or not being home to allow
entry, resulting in charges to the landlord.

• Avoidable or purposeful damage to property – damage to a property caused by neglect or careless  or
wilful behaviour by the tenant.

• Replacement keys – when there is a loss of keys by the tenant – the Landlord’s actual cost of
replacing, changing, adding, or removing a key or security device to access the Property upon
receipt of written evidence of the costs incurred by the Landlord will be charged.

• Emergency/out of hours call-out fees – fees incurred because of a landlord/agent arranging for
someone to attend the tenant’s property at the request of a tenant, such as a locksmith or an

emergency glazier at the early hours of the morning, when the problem had been caused by the
tenant in the first place, such as a window broken on purpose, or keys locked inside a house.

F Out of Hours Call Out Fees
• Missed Appointments - £40

• After 5pm weekdays - £25
• After 9pm weekdays - £50
• Weekends up to 9pm - £35
• Weekend after 9pm - £70

G
• Replacement Yale Type Key- £4-20 Inclusive of VAT
• Replacement Mortice Type Key-£10-00 Inclusive of VAT
• Replacement Master Key- £15-00 Inclusive of VAT

[[[LandlordSign.Name]]

Our signature:
bb

the landlord/s

[[[TenantSign.Name]]

Your signature:



bb

the tenant/s
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PRESCRIBED INFORMATION RELATING TO TENANCY DEPOSITS

The landlord orletting agent protecting thistenancy deposit must give Prescribed Information to all tenants atthe
property in accordance with The Housing (Tenancy Deposits) (Prescribed Information) Order 2007. They must do this
within 30 days ofreceiving the depositfrom the tenant. Itinformsthe tenant aboutthe deposit protection measuresthe
landlord orletting agent hastaken, the scheme contact details, and proceduresthat apply regarding the protection and
return of the deposit.

The landlord or letting agent must provide a copy of The DPS terms and conditions to the tenant with thisform. This can
be downloaded from www.depositprotection.com.

To: (insert names of all tenants and any other person (third party) paying a tenancy deposit on behalf of a tenant)

[[TenantNamesLine]]

Tenancy details

Tenancy address: [[PropertyAddress]]

Deposit amount: [[Deposit]]

Landlord or letting agent’s details:

Name: [[Landlord.Name]]

Address: [[Landlord.Address.Address1]] [[Landlord.Address.Address2]]
[[Landlord.Address.Address3]]  [[Landlord.Address.Address4]]
[[Landlord.Address.Postcode]]

Telephone: [[Landlord.Mobile]]

Email: [[Landlord.Email]]

Fax: [[Landlord.Fax]]

Contact details

Your deposit is protected with The Deposit Protection Service (The DPS). They are approved by the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government for this purpose. Here’s how you can contact them if you need to.

by post: The DPS
The Pavilions
Bridgwater Road
Bristol
BS99 6AA

Call: 0330 303 0030

Email: contactus@depositprotection.com

Website: www.depositprotection.com

Howtheschemeworks

Information supplied by the Scheme Administrator to the Landlord explaining the operation of the provisions contained in
the statutory scheme.

Please see section 3 of The DPS Custodial Terms and Conditions
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Deposit repayment

Information on the procedures applying forthe release of the deposit at the end of the tenancy, including where eitherthe
Landlord or the Tenant can’t be contacted.

Please see section 14-19 of The DPS Custodial Terms and Conditions

Deposit disputes

Procedures that apply under the Scheme where the Landlord and the Tenant dispute how the deposit should be repaid, and
the facilities available to resolve a dispute without recourse to litigation.

The DPS Dispute Resolution Service is a free, straightforward way of resolving deposit disputes at the end of a tenancy. The
alternative option is to go through the courts, which can be costly and take a long time.

When using this service, your dispute will be reviewed by a legally-trained adjudicator. They’ll review the evidence you and  your
tenant provide and issue a detailed decision within 28 days.

Please see section 20-23 of The DPS Custodial Terms and Conditions

Tenant details

Add this information for all tenants in the tenancy.

Name: Address Telephone; Email: Fax: Contact address
to be used by
The
Landlord at the
end of the
tenancy:

[[Tenant.Name]] [[Tenant.Address.A
ddr ess1]]
[[Tenant.Address.A
ddr ess2]]
[[Tenant.Address.A
ddr ess3]]
[[Tenant.Address.A
ddr ess4]]
[[Tenant.Address.P
ost code]]

[[Tenant.TenantMo
bil ePhone]]

[[Tenant.Email]] [[Tenant.Post
Ten
ancyAddress.
Add ress1]]
[[Tenant.Post
Ten
ancyAddress.
Add ress2]]
[[Tenant.Post
Ten
ancyAddress.
Add ress3]]
[[Tenant.Post
Ten
ancyAddress.
Add ress4]]
[[Tenant.PostT
en
ancyAddress.P
ost code]]

It’s the responsibility of each tenant to advise The DPS of any changes to their contact details, including providing
forwarding contact details and address at the end of the tenancy.

Detailsofthirdpartiespayingthedeposit

If the deposit is being paid by a third party, record their details here. If additional third parties are paying the deposit,
please record their details on a separate sheet and attach it to this document

Name of third party
making the payment:



Address:

Telephone:

Email:

Circumstanceswhenallorpartofthedepositmayberetainedbythelandlordorlettingagent

For details of the circumstances when the landlord or letting agent may retain part or all of the deposit, please refer to the
following clauses of the tenancy agreement.
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Please insert relevant clauses from your tenancy agreement here.

I/We (being the landlord or letting agent) certify that –

(i) The information provided is accurate to the best of my/our knowledge and belief

(ii) I/Wehavegiventhetenant(s)theopportunitytosignthisdocumentbywayofconfirmationthattheinformationis accurate to the best of
the tenant(s) knowledge and belief

[[LandlordSign.Name]]

Landlord(s): Signature(s):

Dated:

All tenants at the tenancy should sign this form and send a copy to their landlord or letting agent.
[[TenantSign.Name]]

Tenant(s): Signature(s):

Dated:
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Payment Schedule

From To Total Rent [[RentPeriodsList.RentPeriod.From]] [[RentPeriodsList.RentPeriod.To]]
[[RentPeriodsList.RentPeriod.Rent]]




